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Reconfiguring the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
2021-11-28

there has been a great deal of speculation and prognostication about the china pakistan
economic corridor cpec the project s name suggests it is intended to be an economic corridor
connecting pakistan overland with china s xinjiang province this book examines whether cpec
s primary purpose is as an overland conduit for trade and economic cooperation between
china and pakistan the key finding is that aims related to regional geopolitics and internal
security have in reality a more significant impact the book demonstrates that china s goals in
pakistan are primarily geopolitical rather than geo economic since the notion of constructing
an economic and transportation corridor between pakistan and china is logistically and
economically problematic due to a range of foreseeable problems most importantly border
disputes with india and the containment of domestic separatism motivate are the driving
forces for cooperation between the partners this book will be of interest to scholars who
research the bri as well as policy makers

Economic Corridor Development in Pakistan
2022-01-01

this study examines the potential of economic corridor development to support pakistan s
sustainable growth it describes the country s effort to enhance domestic and international
connectivity and includes some international good practices for economic corridor
development in other countries the study assesses whether the government should commit
substantive resources to prepare a detailed development plan to transform its transport
corridors into dynamic economic corridors it leads to a conclusion that that political
commitment at the highest government levels and coordination among diverse government
agencies are essential to developing economic corridors

China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC)
2018*

master s thesis from the year 2016 in the subject politics international politics region south
asia grade 1 65 university of erfurt willy brandt school language english abstract in recent
times chinese foreign policy has transformed considerably and it is apparent that china now
aims to reinvent its global image and also step up its clout and impact at the international
level it also aims to give rise to an economic order that serves chinese interests something
that china cannot expect from the largely western dominated institutions the establishment
of the asian infrastructure investment bank aiib was a decisive step in this direction in a
broader sense this can be related to china s ambitious one belt one road obor initiative which
envisages the revival of the erstwhile silk road through two major projects a silk road
economic belt and a 21st century maritime silk road in april 2015 president xi jinping
announced 46 billion dollar investment plans in pakistan in the shape of the china pakistan
economic corridor cpec which will connect the chinese city of kashgar to the strategically
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located gwadar port in pakistan this was conceived as a part of the obor initiative although a
daunting undertaking the successful completion of this project would result in unparalleled
economic and strategic gains for both the parties involved also the increased cooperation
between these two neighbors engenders major ramifications for the foreign relations of both
the countries this thesis attempts to take a closer look at the cpec and expound the strategic
implications of the project for both china and pakistan

Strategic Implications of the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor
2017-10-25

this book focuses on the implementation of the china pakistan economic corridor cpec a multi
billion dollar infrastructure development project intended to connect asia with europe the
middle east and africa by introducing a new analytical approach to the study of economic
corridors it gauges the anticipated economic and geopolitical impacts on the region and
discusses whether the cpec will serve as a pioneer project for future regional cooperation
between and integration of sub national regions such as balochistan khyber pakhtunkhwa the
federally administered tribal areas and gilgit baltistan further it explores the interests
expectations and policy approaches of both chinese and pakistani local and central
governments with regard to the cpec s implementation given its scope the book will appeal
to regional and spatial sciences scholars as well as social scientists interested in the regional
impacts of economic corridors it also offers valuable information for policymakers in countries
participating in the belt and road initiative or other chinese supported development projects

The China-Pakistan Economic Corridor of the Belt and
Road Initiative
2019-06-20

bringing together a collection of interdisciplinary chapters on china s belt and road initiative
bri this book offers a comprehensive overview of the topic from a business and management
perspective with a focus on the china pakistan economic corridor cpec volume ii provides
theoretical and empirical analyses of the opportunities and challenges facing businesses with
contributions covering economics agriculture energy value chain ethics governance and
security this collection is a useful tool for academics as well as policy makers and
practitioners in china pakistan and other countries along the new silk road

China’s Belt and Road Initiative in a Global Context
2019-09-30

development of the china pakistan economic corridor is a fulcrum of the one belt one road
initiative through which china seeks to realise the chinese dream to be a global power and a
regional hegemon the corridor connects china s western xinjiang with pakistan s makran
coast traversing through one of the most challenging geographic as well as human terrain
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that would require extra ordinary engineering resources to execute massive amounts to fund
and extreme political acumen to manage the untameable societal fissures that indeed is a
tall and complex order the corridor brings up a host of strategic adversities to india while
pumping up pakistan s innate anti indian dogma and china s compulsive india averseness the
corridor violates india s sovereignty even if disputed over the pakistan occupied kashmir and
consolidates the duo s political nexus with conjoined military capabilities against india india s
problems are further exacerbated when the initiative consolidates pakistan s illegal
occupation of north western kashmir and inter alia seals the severance of india s traditional
land connectivity s with afghanistan and the central asian republics this book besides
describing the plans and challenges of construction and gainful management thereafter
highlights that since china believes in crystallising its dream with the backing of political and
by implication military power it is obvious that the initiative would have more than just purely
economic consequences

China’s Great Leap Forward-II
2019-04-02

this book explores the political economy of china pakistan economic corridor a major pilot
project for china s one belt one road initiatives pakistan will provide china with not only a
pathway access to the indian ocean middle east and africa but also vital connections to the
trans asia railway network that links southeast asia south asia and west asia this book
analyzes how domestic factors in pakistan will affect china s 46 billion investments it will be
of interest to scholars policymakers and journalists

The Political Economy of the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor
2023-04-23

the china pakistan economic corridor cpec is a flagship program of china s one belt one road
initiative created to boost economic cooperation between china and pakistan with significant
political and economic implications in the region this book looks at critical issues when
developing capabilities of cross cultural management adaptation and adjustment through
cross cultural understanding and network building from the cpec case study the book
highlights the importance of acculturation experience cross cultural networking networking
behaviour guanxi vs hawala and factors influencing cross cultural adjustment which would
enhance the overall performance of one belt one road projects in general it looks at how the
chinese and pakistani employees national cultures affect their behaviour while working on
the cpec projects the book offers insights into what cross cultural adjustments are effective in
creating improved individual and organizational performance in an increasingly globalized
world in which the practice of working with people from multiple cultural background is more
of a norm this book will be a useful reference for those who are interested to achieve success
in multi cultural settings
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China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
2016

the china pakistan economic corridor cpec is not a single road it s a network it will spur the
growth of industrial zones supported by energy plants connecting kashgar in china to gwadar
balochistan should be the primary beneficiary of the project khyber pakhtunkhwa will also
benefit from it as there s no discrimination against any province china pakistan economic
corridor programme cpec is anchored the programme amounts to over 45 billion us dollars
and was agreed between the two countries in april 2015 the corridor has its starting point in
the chinese built port of gwadar on pakistani balochistan s southern coast at the arabian sea
and is linked to chinese funded infrastructural mega projects that are regional in nature the
hype surrounding the china pakistan economic corridor cpec to be built through gilgit
baltistan resurfaced with the recent visit of chinese president xi jinping to pakistan the visit
yet again generated an animated discourse in the global media about the corridor s future
the long gestated cpec project received initial traction during nawaz sharif s visits to china in
the year 2014 subsequently on his maiden visit to pakistan in april 2015 the chinese
president reaffirmed the previously announced commitment worth 46 billion towards the
cpec the cpec is considered a significant project that seeks to cement sino pakistan bilateral
ties and further consolidate their strategic ties the corridor will run through india s periphery
more significantly gilgit baltistan claimed by india as part of the erstwhile princely state of
jammu and kashmir j k in due course this geographical reality of the cpec could potentially
impinge upon india s geopolitical calculations and pose a strategic challenge india needs to
be concerned about china attempting to replicate in pok the well perfected policy it has
applied earlier in tibet xinjiang and across central asia beijing would be seeking a historic
opportunity to fill up gaps where india has largely failed considering pok s strategic location
as a connecting point of south west central and east asia china s move has implications for
limiting india s outreach to the critical eurasian region this book will definitely prove to be a
boon to teachers students and research scholars

Cross-Cultural Challenges of Managing ‘One Belt One
Road’ Projects
2022-04-06

cpec is no doubt a big project with many dimensions and many targets it is hailed as a game
changer however debate still goes on in pakistan and around the globe about whose favor
the game will change as a weak partner in any game trade or pact does not dictate terms or
win the game

The China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
2016

the china pakistan economic corridor cpec the latest venture in a history of bilateral
economic cooperation with a 46 billion investment in energy and infrastructure development
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in pakistan is considered a game changer for pakistan s economy as a flagship project of
china s one belt one road initiative the corridor will connect kashgar in western china with the
port of gwadar in pakistan on the arabian sea serving as a gateway to the middle east africa
and central asia the cpec in addition to boosting pakistan s economy and meeting china s
energy needs and development of its western region is likely to bring stability in the region
through economic integration nonetheless a project of such scale certainly faces equally
significant challenges this thesis examines obstacles that have the potential to affect the
implementation of the project including the unstable situation in afghanistan competing
interests of immediate neighbors like india and iran especially india s suspicions and u s
concerns about the initiative the thesis draws from a wide range of scholarly and peer
reviewed literature academic journals think tank reports and government sponsored studies
missing from their analysis though is the consideration of the regional geopolitical dynamics
and pakistan s domestic challenges particularly insecurity and violence that can affect the
implementation of the cpec project this thesis seeks to address that gap and provides policy
recommendations for pakistan to deal with potential impediments in implementation of the
project

The China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
2016

this book looks at issues when developing capabilities of cross cultural management
adaptation and adjustment through cross cultural understanding and network building from
the cpec case study it will be a useful reference for people working in a globalised world
where working with people from multiple cultural background is a norm

China Pakistan Economic Corridor Needs a Counter
Strategy of India
2018-08-18

the china pakistan economic corridor cpec has been earmarked as a flagship project of the
belt and road initiative bri which is described as chinese president xi jinping s signature
foreign policy initiative and a grand strategy aimed at restoring china s rightful great power
status in the world it is a major plank in china s geo strategic and economic architecture for
the region using pakistan to secure an exploitative strategic perch in south asia and the
arabian sea overlooking the crucial persian gulf the west coast of india and the east coast of
africa it is increasingly clear that not only will the cpec extract a high price from pakistan in
terms of its sovereignty it will also entail a substantial if not downright usurious economic
cost the opaque nature of the cpec and its geostrategic underpinnings detract vastly from
any economic growth and development that it may deliver these are some of the issues that
this paper attempts to scan
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China Pakistan Economic Corridor
2018

abstract the china pakistan economic corridor cpec constitutes one of the largest foreign
investments china has made in the framework of the one belt one road initiative the
expenditures planned for the coming years in the amount of approximately 46 billion will
further intensify relations between china and pakistan at the same time pakistan will assume
a more prominent role in china s foreign policy but cpec also affects relations between india
and pakistan the transport corridor between pakistan and china traverses jammu and
kashmir the status of which has been a subject of contention between india and pakistan
since 1947 this constellation would seem to suggest a negative scenario whereby cpec could
place additional strain on india pakistan relations on the other hand a positive scenario is also
conceivable with a settlement of the kashmir dispute even becoming possible in the long
term author s abstract

Is Cpec Economic Corridor or a Strategic Game Plan?
2017-06-16

pakistan occupies an elevated role in china s belt and road initiative bri and hosts its flagship
project the china pakistan economic corridor cpec it has attracted the largest volume of
investments under the bri and opened itself comprehensively to its transformative potential
this book provides a comprehensive analysis of cpec s impact on pakistan s economy politics
and society covering its developmental benefits as well as resulting controversies
interdisciplinary and international experts capture the complexity of cpec presenting new
empirical data in the form of interviews archival materials and documentary evidence
covering topics ranging from agriculture to the environment gender to security they focus on
local outcomes challenging prevalent narratives about the bri as a strategic china driven
vehicle to transform other countries in its image they argue that examples like cpec should
be understood as interactive processes between china and its international partners which
produce interdependent relations between them beyond the case of cpec these findings
contribute to the burgeoning field of global china through a comprehensive yet granular
assessment of the first 10 years of the bri s flagship project this book will be of interest to
scholars of area studies regionalisation international relations and development studies as
well as china studies and south asia studies focused on the most important and far reaching
national level implementation of the bri to date

China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC): Challenges
and the Way Forward
2019-09-02

this book analyses the strategic and economic significance of the china pakistan economic
corridor cpec with a particular focus on the region of balochistan given the history of multiple
insurgencies that the pakistani military has confronted in balochistan the book examines the
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region s intricate conflict ecosystem and security landscape which poses potential threats to
the cpec structured chronologically the book traces the evolution of the pakistani army s
counterinsurgency practices inherited in 1947 from the british indian army s culture of
fighting small wars through to the contemporary counterinsurgency coin adaptation in the
war on terror and afterwards to the fifth round of the balochistan insurgency the analysis
centres on the development of counterinsurgency theory and practice by the pakistani army
it empirically investigates the efficacy of the coin strategy in balochistan the author argues
that the approach significantly changed after conceptualising the doctrine especially from
2016 onwards from butcher and bolt to the inclusion of critical components like political
primacy affect based and focused use of force winning hearts and minds and rules of
engagement as a result there was reduced violence and an increased number of insurgent
surrenders the book concludes that the pakistani army has largely controlled the insurgency
in balochistan however simultaneously there is an urgent need to reduce tangible support to
the insurgents through porous borders and implement an effective strategy to sever the
nexus between the islamic state of khorasan iskp and the baloch insurgent organisations as
well as the sectarian militant organisations in balochistan province this is crucial to ending
the insurgency and ensuring the security of cpec a novel contribution to the study of
counterinsurgency and the importance of cpec to china s foreign policy and diplomacy as well
as its effects on the conflict dynamics in balochistan the book will be of interest to
researchers studying war and conflict studies terrorism studies international relations
security and strategic studies and south asian and chinese studies

China Pakistan Economic Corridor
2018

this book analyses the strategic and economic significance of the china pakistan economic
corridor cpec with a particular focus on the region of balochistan given the history of multiple
insurgencies that the pakistani military has confronted in balochistan the book examines the
region s intricate conflict ecosystem and security landscape which poses potential threats to
the cpec structured chronologically the book traces the evolution of the pakistani army s
counterinsurgency practices inherited in 1947 from the british indian army s culture of
fighting small wars through to the contemporary counterinsurgency coin adaptation in the
war on terror and afterwards to the fifth round of the balochistan insurgency the analysis
centres on the development of counterinsurgency theory and practice by the pakistani army
it empirically investigates the efficacy of the coin strategy in balochistan the author argues
that the approach significantly changed after conceptualising the doctrine especially from
2016 onwards from butcher and bolt to the inclusion of critical components like political
primacy affect based and focused use of force winning hearts and minds and rules of
engagement as a result there was reduced violence and an increased number of insurgent
surrenders the book concludes that the pakistani army has largely controlled the insurgency
in balochistan however simultaneously there is an urgent need to reduce tangible support to
the insurgents through porous borders and implement an effective strategy to sever the
nexus between the islamic state of khorasan iskp and the baloch insurgent organisations as
well as the sectarian militant organisations in balochistan province this is crucial to ending
the insurgency and ensuring the security of cpec a novel contribution to the study of
counterinsurgency and the importance of cpec to china s foreign policy and diplomacy as well
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as its effects on the conflict dynamics in balochistan the book will be of interest to
researchers studying war and conflict studies terrorism studies international relations
security and strategic studies and south asian and chinese studies

China-Pakistan Economic Corridor and India's Strategic
Interests
2017

with the cpec pakistan may have a new infrastructure on its land but it is for the chinese
goods and lorries and to advance the chinese global agenda aim of the cpec is not to
empower pakistan and its people in view of many pakistanis this new relationship is not an
economic partnership with china it is a new form of colonialism but if the pakistani ruling elite
and people of pakistan are happy with this new relationship then no one from outside can
help them

China Pakistan Economic Corridor
2018

studienarbeit aus dem jahr 2019 im fachbereich politik region südasien note 1 3 universität
potsdam veranstaltung politics of the global economy sprache deutsch abstract warum
kooperieren china und pakistan im rahmen des china pakistan economic corridor zur
beantwortung der frage nutze ich die theorien des realismus und des rationalen
institutionalismus nach keohane in der arbeit werde ich analysieren welche der beiden
theorien geeigneter ist um die kooperation zu erläutern dabei gehe ich folgendermaßen vor
zunächst werde ich die beiden theorien darlegen und in kürze zusammenfassen dann werde
ich jeweils implikationen ableiten welche im weiteren verlauf die grundlage meiner analyse
bilden im darauffolgenden kapitel lege ich die wichtigsten fakten und projekte von cpec dar
danach werde ich mich in meiner analyse auf einige aspekte konzentrieren der erste aspekt
ist die krise in der energie und stromversorgung in pakistan und den damit in verbindung
stehenden projekten der zweite aspekt bezieht sich auf die pakistanische hafenstadt gwadar
welche mit all ihren projekten den großteil meiner analyse einnimmt daher werden einige
damit in zusammenhang stehende themen bei meiner betrachtung nicht berücksichtigt
wesentlich hier zu nennen ist die frage der finanzierung der projekte und der sogenannten
dept diplomacy chinas sowie die sicherheitslage in belutschistan

China's Great Leap Forward-II
2019

the china pakistan economic corridor cpec is essentially a framework for regional connectivity
the aim of the project is to connect china s north western region of xinjiang to the gwadar
port of baluchistan it is a part of the belt and road initiative a chinese initiative for boosting
multinational economic cooperation and prosperity at the international level legality is
frequently overshadowed by geopolitics when it comes to a project such as the belt and road
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initiative despite being initiated at the international level the entire project is entirely
dependent on the domestic legal frameworks of the member states for actual
implementation the china pakistan economic corridor requires that the legal system in
pakistan is geared and ready for the incoming projects and the inevitable legal disputes that
may arise given the involvement of several private parties from both china and pakistan the
current international treaties and covenants between the two nations will also play a
significant role in the success of the cpec as any development and investment from china
into pakistan will be governed by these treaties apart from the legal practicalities of the
actual cpec projects the legal tangle between india and pakistan over the gilgit baltistan
issue will also play an important role in determining the success of the cpec this monograph
makes an attempt to cut through the political rhetoric and promises of economic
development from china to see whether the legal climate in pakistan is suitable for the cpec
to take off and bring in the promised economic rewards that pakistan hopes to gain by
partnering with china part i the international trade and investment regime between china and
pakistan part ii dispute settlement framework for cpec part iii india s legal concerns over
territorial sovereignty role in cpec the way forward legal or political

Economic Corridor Development in Pakistan
2022

pakistan occupies an elevated role in china s belt and road initiative bri and hosts its flagship
project the china pakistan economic corridor cpec it has attracted the largest volume of
investments under the bri and opened itself comprehensively to its transformative potential
this book provides a comprehensive analysis of cpec s impact on pakistan s economy politics
and society covering its developmental benefits as well as resulting controversies
interdisciplinary and international experts capture the complexity of cpec presenting new
empirical data in the form of interviews archival materials and documentary evidence
covering topics ranging from agriculture to the environment gender to security they focus on
local outcomes challenging prevalent narratives about the bri as a strategic china driven
vehicle to transform other countries in its image they argue that examples like cpec should
be understood as interactive processes between china and its international partners which
produce interdependent relations between them beyond the case of cpec these findings
contribute to the burgeoning field of global china through a comprehensive yet granular
assessment of the first 10 years of the bri s flagship project this book will be of interest to
scholars of area studies regionalisation international relations and development studies as
well as china studies and south asia studies focused on the most important and far reaching
national level implementation of the bri to date

Cross-cultural Challenges of Managing 'One Belt One
Road' Projects
2022

cpec is no doubt a big project with many dimensions and many targets it is hailed as a game
changer however debate still goes on in pakistan and around the globe about whose favor
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the game will change as a weak partner in any game trade or pact does not dictate terms or
win the game

The China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC)
2019

in this article the authors review the principal features of the china pakistan tax treaty and its
impact on the china pakistan economic corridor project

China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC)
2021

this book is a study of the china pakistan economic corridor cpec that ranges vastly beyond
the pakistan centric literature that is commonly used in related studies it delves into the
history and contemporary experience of big infrastructure thinks carefully about the
economic development of western china draws from the long established chinese investment
projects across africa and grounds this in a careful political economy understanding of
contemporary pakistan it seeks to explore the pervasive politico economic question of
whether the cpec is a falcon economy or debt induced dependency the work draws on an
extensive literature that has analysed in detail the functioning of special economic zones
across various countries in africa where the china africa engagement is well into its second
decade and offers important lessons for pakistan an aspect of the rationale of this book
comes from looking more closely at china not just as a source of financing and fdi but at the
economic changes that are happening in western china that part of china to which pakistan
will be tethered by cpec infrastructure new roads don t just make it easier for firms in
pakistan to export they also make it easier for chinese firms to export to pakistan it makes a
substantial difference if industrial enterprises are opening in western china and are readying
themselves to export high quality and low cost production to pakistan how does this impact
the pakistani industry this book looks in detail at economic development in the western
chinese province of xinjiang and thinks carefully about the implications for pakistan

The China Pakistan Economic Corridor and the Gulf
Crisis
2019

China-Pakistan Economic Corridor. News Discourse
Analysis of Indian Print Media
2017
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The Effects of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor on
India-Pakistan Relations
2016

Analysing Public Opinion of Pakistanis on China-
Pakistan Economic Corridor
2018

China, Pakistan and the Belt and Road Initiative
2024

Security of the China Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC)
2023-11-17

Security of the China Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC)
2023

Economic Growth or a Debt Trap for Pakistan
2018-10-27

Proceedings of International Conference on China-
Pakistan Economic Corridor December 09-10, 2015
2015

Der China-Pakistan Economic Corridor. Eine
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Betrachtung der Kooperation
2021-06-02

China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) International
Media Reporting and Legal Validity of Gilgit-Baltistan
2019

WHOSE LAND, WHICH LAW? Legal Issues and
Implications of the China Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC)
2022-02-28

China, Pakistan and the Belt and Road Initiative
2024

Is Cpec Economic Corridor Or a Strategic Game Plan?
2017-06-16

The China-Pakistan Avoidance of Double Taxation
Agreement and the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
2018

The Dragon from the Mountains
2021-09
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